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Abstract
The invention provides the ability to interactively select and configure a product among a set of related products based on availability and compatibility of features and options. It does not impose an order in the selection of products, features or options; only valid selections can be made at any time. To create an electronic representation of the product information to achieve the above goal, the invention provides a framework for defining a systems by defining the components of the system using elements contained in a parts catalog and defining relationships between the components of a system. A configuration system validates a configuration using the system definition, the current state of the configuration and user input.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAINTAINING AND CONFIGURING SYSTEMS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to maintaining and configuring systems.

2. Background Art

A system is comprised of components. Before a system can be built the components of the system must be identified. To configure a system, a user must select the parts to include in the system. Typically, one who is knowledgeable about a system and its components defines the system. Thus, for example, an automobile salesperson assists an automobile buyer in determining the type and features of the automobile. The salesperson understands the features and options that are available to create a valid configuration. Some features and options cannot be combined. The selection of some features caused other features to be unavailable, etc. It would otherwise be difficult for the buyer to identify all of the features and options available on the automobile that can be combined to create a valid configuration.

Computer systems have been developed to assist one in configuring a system. However, these systems use a configuration language to define a system. Like a programming language, a configuration language uses a syntax that must be understood by a user who is maintaining the data (i.e., a data maintainer). To use one of these configuration systems, it is necessary for a data maintainer to understand the configuration language. This limits the number of users who are able to use the configuration systems. That is, the level of sophistication needed to communicate with the configuration system (through a configuration language) results in less sophisticated users being unable to use the system.

In addition, configuration systems impose a flow or ordering to the user operations. For example, a user is required to remove components from the system in reverse of the order in which they were chosen. Thus, a user may be forced to remove components that the user wants to keep in the configuration to remove an unwanted component. A novice user may have perform many removal operations before achieving an acceptable configuration. If the novice user is required to remove components in a preset order, the user can become frustrated or confused and abort the configuration process.

These systems are designed for a more sophisticated user that has knowledge of the system that is being configured as well as the configuration system used to configure the system. A end user such as an automobile shopper would have difficulty using these systems.

Further, to use these systems a user must be trained to understand the configuration language. Thus, a user who otherwise has knowledge of the systems that are being configured must undergo training to be able to use these configuration systems to configure systems. This leads to increased expenditures such as for training.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention provides the ability to interactively select and configure a product among a set of related products based on availability and compatibility of features and options. It does not impose an order in the selection of products, features or options; only valid selections can be made at any time. To create an electronic representation of the product information to achieve the above goal, the invention provides a framework for defining a product line.

A product line is defined as a set of related products. A product line has a set of products that contain parts, or components. Parts used to define a product are selected from a parts catalog. Parts in a product definition are related or classified as: included (parts that are included by default), required choices (a choice among a group of parts that must be made to achieve a valid configuration), optional (parts that can be optionally included in the configuration).

Relationships can be defined between the parts in a product definition. A relationship relates a first set of parts with a second set of parts. A set can include multiple parts. The incorporation of parts in a set can be arbitrary. That is, a multi-part set can contain parts that are otherwise unrelated. For example, a set can contain parts such as an engine, sun roof and a color. These parts seem to be unrelated, however, it is possible to combine them into a relationship set for purposes of forming a relationship using the present invention.

Preferably, the part relationships are: included, excluded, removed, and requires choice. An included part is included automatically. A part is excluded from the configuration when its inclusion would result in an invalid configuration. A part may be removed when another part is added. Thus, when a first part exists in the configuration and a second part is added, the first part is removed from the configuration. The requires choice relationship is used to allow a set of choices to be made from a group of parts. The number of parts chosen is limited to a valid bounds specification. The relations that are created between parts within a product are enforced only on that particular product. However, if some part-to-part relationships are to be enforced on all products within a product line, then the relations are generated once and enforced for all products.

A maintenance system is used to define a product. Using the maintenance system, a product can be defined using the product classifications and the part relationships. A graphical user interface (GUI) is used to allow the user to interactively generate a definition. Instead of configuration languages, GUI operations such as drag and drop and selection operations can be used to specify a definition. The notions of included, optional and required choice are easily comprehensible to a user. Further, the idea that parts have interrelationships is also easily understood. Thus, a product can be defined without having to learn a complicated configuration language.

A configuration system is used to configure a system using a definition created by the maintenance system. The configuration system ensures that the current configuration state is always valid. The user can select and unselect parts in any order. When user input is received, the configuration system validates the input based on the current state of the configuration. In addition, the configuration system identifies selections that could cause a valid configuration to become invalid. The configuration removes these selections from the set of possible selections so that the user does not make an invalid selection.

The configuration system evaluates the current state of a configuration based on the product definition, part relationships or state information. After receipt of input from a user, the configuration system evaluates relationships in both the forward and backward direction. Forward and backward evaluations can result in the addition or deletion of elements from the configuration.
The invention uses both an external and internal representation of a definition or definitions. A translation mechanism is used translate an external representation into an internal representation. The external representation uses a conceptually understandable set of relationships for defining a system and the relationships between the components of the system. The invention takes the definition created by a user and supplements and compresses the definition when necessary to create an internal representation. The internal representation is used during configuration to initialize and validate a configuration based on user input.

During configuration, the invention maintains runtime information that is stored in tables and vectors. To achieve greater processing efficiency, the systems represents elements in a configuration (e.g., product, part, and group) as a bit in a bit vector. Thus, for example, a vector has a length that is equal to the total number of elements. An element’s bit can be set or reset to specify the state of the element in the current configuration. For example, a user vector can be used that specifies for each element whether the element has been selected by the user during the configuration. In addition, excluded and removed vectors identify whether an element is excluded or removed (respectively) from a configuration. Vectors can be used to identify whether an element 1) has been selected (by the user or the configuration system), 2) is selectable, and 3) notSelectable.

Tables contain element relationships. A table is used to represent the includes, excludes, removes, and requires choice relationships, for example. Each table has a left-hand side and a right-hand side that corresponds to the left-hand and right-hand sides of a relationship. In each case, the left-hand side is a bit vector that contains bits that correspond to elements. The includes, excludes and removes tables contain a bit vector in the right-hand side that represents configuration elements. The right-hand side of the requires choice table is a pointer that points to an entry in a group table. The group table entry is a bit vector that identifies the elements that are contained in the group from which a choice is to be made. The right-hand side of a requires choice table entry further includes minimum and maximum designations. Minimum and maximum values identify the minimum and maximum number of group members that are to be selected to satisfy a requires group relationship.

A bit vector implementation of relationships and internal runtime state allows for fast and efficient computation of relationship based configuration. A comparison of bits can be performed in one machine instruction in most cases.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

**FIG. 1** provides an illustration of a computer system that can be used with the invention according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIG. 2** provides an overview of the maintenance and configuration systems according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIG. 3** illustrates examples of elements in a parts catalog according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIG. 4** illustrates relationships between parts according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIG. 5** provides an example of product classifications according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIG. 6** provides an example of a GUI screen used in maintenance system 202 according to an embodiment of the present invention.

**FIG. 7** provides a block diagram illustrating the conversion process according to one embodiment of the invention.

**FIGS. 8A-8B** illustrate components of internal representation 706 according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIG. 9** provides a process flow for processing a user selection according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIG. 10** provides an example of a relationship evaluation process flow according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIG. 11** provides an example of an unselect item process flow according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIG. 12** provides a flow for translation processing according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIGS. 13A-13B** provide an illustration of groups and nested groups according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIGS. 14A-14B** provide an includes chain process flow according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIGS. 15A-15B** provides an example of a subgroup process flow according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIGS. 16A-16C** provide an example of a relationship factorization process flow according to an embodiment of the invention.

**FIGS. 17A-17B** provide an illustration of a relationship compression process flow according to an embodiment of the invention.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION**

A method and apparatus for maintaining and configuring systems is described. In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a more thorough description of the present invention. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art, that the present invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known features have not been described in detail so as not to obscure the invention.

The present invention can be implemented on a general purpose computer such as illustrated in FIG. 1. A keyboard 110 and mouse 111 are coupled to a bidirectional system bus 118. The keyboard and mouse are for introducing user input to the computer system and for communicating that user input to CPU 113. The computer system of FIG. 1 also includes a video memory 114, main memory 115 and mass storage 112, all coupled to bi-directional system bus 118 along with keyboard 110, mouse 111 and CPU 113. The mass storage 112 may include both fixed and removable media, such as magnetic, optical or magnetic optical storage systems or any other available mass storage technology. Bus 118 may contain, for example, 32 address lines for addressing video memory 114 or main memory 115. The system bus 118 also includes, for example, a 32-bit DMA bus for transferring DATA between and among the components, such as CPU 113, main memory 115, video memory 114 and mass storage 112. Alternatively, multiplex DATA/address lines may be used instead of separate DATA and address lines.

In the preferred embodiment of this invention, the CPU 113 is a 32-bit microprocessor manufactured by Motorola, such as the 680X0 processor or a microprocessor manufactured by Intel, such as the 80X86, or Pentium processor. However, any other suitable microprocessor or microcomputer may be utilized. Main memory 115 is comprised of dynamic random access memory (DRAM). Video memory 114 is a dual-ported video random access memory. One port of the video memory 114 is coupled to video amplifier 116. The video amplifier 116 is used to drive the cathode ray tube.
product specification. Using configuration system specify a product. Configuration system conceptually easier way of viewing a definition. The invention invention. Maintenance system logs the set of hierarchies (an external representation) to an item. The interrelationships are conceptually easy for the user to understand. The same relationships are used to define and configure any system. An external representation that includes these relationships allows a user to view and maintain the definition. The external representation is translated into an internal representation that is designed to decrease processing time and increase response time.

In addition, during a configuration session, the invention is capable of allowing a user to select or unselect configuration items without imposing a flow on the user. There is no order imposed on the user in terms of the sequence in which items are selected for the configuration or unselected from the configuration. For example, it is not necessary to select a product before choosing options. The invention can identify the products that are still available based on the options that have already been selected. Further, a user can unselect an item (e.g., delete the item from the configuration) without regard to the order in which it was selected (e.g., added to the configuration).

Examples of systems that can be maintained or configured using the invention include automobiles, computers, time clock machines, and shoes. Terms such as part, product line, and parts relationships are used herein for illustration purposes. It should be apparent that this invention can be used to configure systems that are not limited to products and product lines, etc.

FIG. 2 provides an overview of the maintenance and configuration systems according to an embodiment of the invention. Maintenance system 202 maintains a parts catalog 204, product relationships 206 and product definitions 208. Maintenance system 202 uses a user interface that includes the ability to add items to parts catalog 204 and specify part relationships 206 and product definitions 208. The user interface displays a set of hierarchies that provide a conceptually easier way of viewing a definition. The invention maps the set of hierarchies (an external representation) to an internal representation. The internal representation is used by configuration system 212 to maintain and configure systems based on user input. Configuration system 212 provides the ability to specify a product. Configuration system 212 verifies the product specification. Using configuration system 212, a user can interactively select and configure a product among a set of related products based on availability and compatibility of features and options. It does not impose an order in the selection of products, features or options. The configuration system 212 allows the user to only make valid selections. However, selections can be made in any order.

Parts catalog 204 consists of parts that are components of products. Similar parts are grouped together to form a part hierarchy. Easy maintenance of relationships is achieved by the hierarchy. For example, when a group of parts is assigned a behavior, all the members inherit that behavior automatically. FIG. 3 illustrates examples of elements in a parts catalog according to an embodiment of the invention. Referring to FIG. 3, a parts catalog (e.g., parts catalog 204) contains parts 302–310, 316, and 318. A parts catalog can also contain a group of parts such as group 312. Group 312 contains parts 306–310. A group can contain other groups. For example, group 314 contains group 312 and parts 316–318. Behavior assigned to elements of group 314 is inherited by members of group 312.

Part-to-part relationships can be created between parts within a product. Relationships are defined between a first set of parts and a second set of parts. During configuration, when all of the members of the first set of parts are selected, the relationship between the two sets is enforced on the parts in the second set. In the preferred embodiment, there are four kinds of relationships between parts: requires choice, includes, can’t work with (or excluded), and removes. FIG. 4 illustrates relationships between parts according to an embodiment of the invention.

Part 402 includes part 404. The includes relation causes a set of parts in a second set (e.g., part 404) to be included in the configuration when a first set of parts (e.g., part 402) is selected. For example, a luxury package includes a CD player; when the luxury package is selected, a CD player is included in the configuration. The can’t work with (or excluded) relation ensures that a set of parts from a second set is never in the same configuration as parts in the first set. For example, part 402 (e.g., sun roof) can’t work with part 406 (e.g., a roof-top antenna). When part 402 is selected, part 406 cannot be selected. Part 406 is excluded such that it cannot be selected.

When part 402 is selected, part 414 is removed from the configuration. The removes relation causes items that are included in a second set of to be removed from the configuration when the left side is selected. For example, when a high end stereo is selected the standard stereo is removed from the configuration.

The requires choice relation recognizes that a choice (between a minimum and maximum number) has to be made between a second set of parts (or members of a group) to ensure a valid configuration when the parts in a first set are selected. Part 406 (e.g., climate control feature) requires that a choice be made among parts 408–410 (e.g., 1 zone A/C or 2 zone A/C). A requires choice relationship requires that a number of items be selected based on minimum and maximum values from the right-hand side of the relationship to satisfy the relationship.

Parts 408 and 410 can be combined to form group 416. Group 416 can be defined by the user. If the user does not define group 416, the invention preferably creates group 416 to contain parts 408 and 410. Thus, when two or more parts are defined on the right-hand side of a requires choice relationship, the invention preferably creates a group that contains these parts. The requires choice then becomes a requires choice on the group (e.g., group 416).
Parts are used to illustrate relationships in FIG. 4. However, a relationship can contain groups. To illustrate, a group of parts can be substituted wherever a part is used in the illustration. Thus, for example, parts 402, 404, 406, 408, 410, and 414 can each be replaced by a group of parts. Thus, for example, if parts 402 and 404 are replaced by groups (e.g., groups 402 and 404, respectively), when the members of group 402 are selected, the members in group 406 are included in the configuration. To further illustrate, part 408 can be replaced by group 408. In that instance, group 408 is a member of group 416. A hierarchy of groups (e.g., group 408 contained within group 416) can be used in a relationship.

Parts can be combined to form an arbitrary grouping. Thus, it is not necessary to combine parts in a group based on a logical or intuitive relationship between the parts in the group. For example, a group can contain an engine, a color, and a sun roof.

The relationships that are created between parts within a product are enforced only on that particular product. However, if some part-to-part relationships are to be enforced on all products within a product line, then the relations are created once and are enforced for all products. These relationships are referred to as global relationships.

A product includes zero or more elements of parts catalog 204. Product definition 208 (see FIG. 2) is generated by populating it with its component parts. Product definition 208 is generated by populating a product with its component parts. The parts within a product are classified as one of three different types: included parts, required choices, or optional parts. A part that is not classified as one of these types is assumed to be unavailable in that product. FIG. 5 provides an example of product classifications according to an embodiment of the invention.

An included part is a part that is included in a product by default. For example, parts 504 and 506 are automatically included in product 502. For example, when a configuration user chooses the product definition product 502, the parts 504 and 506 are automatically included in the configuration. A required choices classification specifies that a choice among a group of parts has to be made to create a valid product configuration. For example, product 502 (e.g., automobile) can include a color group 518 containing red (part 508), green (part 510) and blue (part 512) that is a required choice. In configuring a product, the user must choose a color in this group to create a valid product configuration. Parts 514 and 516 are optional parts. An optional part is not required for a valid configuration.

A product line is defined as a set of related products. The invention provides the framework for defining a product line. To define a product line: all parts (components) in the product line are entered into parts catalog 204. An instance in products definition 208 is created that identifies parts from parts catalog 204 that are assigned to a product. Part relationships 206 can also be defined for the product.

Maintenance System

Parts catalog 204, part relationships 206, and product definition 208 are created and maintained using maintenance system 202. While any method can be used for creation and maintenance, a graphical user interface (GUI) is preferably used. A text editor could also be used for data entry, for example. FIG. 6 provides an example of a GUI screen used in maintenance system 202 according to an embodiment of the present invention. One who uses the GUI screen (a maintainer) can define a product (e.g., an automobile). A product definition is used by a configuration user to configure a system defined in maintenance system 202. Parts catalog 204 uses a database or other type of storage and retrieval capability, for example, to store information about its parts (e.g., part number, description, price, etc.).

The GUI screen of FIG. 6 is divided into a product definition section 650 and a part relationship definition section 652. Pane 602 displays elements from parts catalog 204. Panes 604, 606, 608 are used to define a product. Panes 604, 606, and 608 represent classifications or product relationships. Panes 610 and 614 and relationship 612 are used to define part relationships.

A user can drag-drag elements from pane 602 to panes 604--608 to define a product. For example, to include Part B in the product definition, Part B is dragged from pane 602 to pane 604. Group A and its component parts (B, C, D, and E) are thereby included in the product definition. Similarly, a user can specify that a configuration user must choose a part from a group, e.g., Group I, by dragging one or more parts or a group into pane 606. An optional part or group can be identified by dragging an element, e.g., Group L, into pane 608. If an element from pane 602 is not moved to one of panes 604, 606, or 608 it is assumed that the maintainer wants to exclude that element from the product that is being defined. The product-level relationships or classifications (or types) illustrated in FIG. 5 can be defined using panes 604--608.

A subset of the product-level relationships map to a subset of the part relationships. For example, the include and requires choice product-level relationships map to the same named part relationships (as defined in FIG. 4 and shown in relationships 612). Minimum and maximum values set for a requires choice product-level relationship map to the minimum and maximum values of a requires choice part relationship elements that are not dragged into one of panes 604, 606 or 608 are considered to be excluded.

In addition to defining the elements (and their types) that comprise the product, the maintainer can specify relationships between parts of the product. Panes 610 and 614 and relationship 612 are used to define relationships between parts. The maintainer can drag an element (or elements) from pane 602 into pane 610. For example, the user can drag Part N from pane 602 into pane 610. The element(s) dragged into pane 610 are referred to as the left-hand side of the relationship. The element (or elements) from pane 602 that is related to the left-hand side is dragged into pane 614. The element(s) dragged into pane 614 are referred to as the right-hand side of the relationship. For example, the user can drag Part K from pane 602 to pane 614.

To identify the type of relationship that exists between the left-hand side and right-hand side elements, the maintainer chooses one of the four part-to-part relationships from relationship 612. For example, if the maintainer chooses the includes relationship, the right-hand side elements are included in the product when a configuration user selects the left-hand side element(s). Thus, for example, Part N includes Part K. When Part N is chosen by a configuration user, Part K is automatically included in the configuration.

When the maintainer completes the product definition using the GUI screen, the product definition is saved (e.g., in parts definition 208). The product definition can then be used by a configuration user in configuration system 212.

External and Internal Representations

The GUI screen of FIG. 6 illustrates a view of a product as seen by a user (e.g., maintainer and configuration user). A view of the product that is seen by a user is referred to as the external representation. A user sees a product or product...
definition from a conceptual level that is easy to understand. The user does not need to express a definition or configuration using a language that has a syntax that is foreign to the user. A GUI having graphical selections and operations is preferably used to allow the user to see the external representation. The external representation uses terminology that is familiar or intuitive to the maintainer. For example, an include product relationship defines elements that can be included in a product.

An external representation seen by the user is translated into an internal representation that can be used by the invention to process user input. FIG. 7 provides a block diagram illustrating the conversion process according to one embodiment of the invention. Compiler 704 is used to perform the conversion. Compiler 704 generates internal representation 706 from external representation 702.

External representation 702 is the representation of a product definition that is created using the maintenance system of the invention. External representation 702 provides a graphical representation of a system definition, its components and their interrelationships. FIG. 6 can be used to display external representation 702. External representation 702 can include a multi-level hierarchy of parts that help to define the product at a conceptual level. The hierarchies are not required to drive a configuration session, however. Therefore, compiler 704 flattens out the hierarchies. A set of relationships is generated using external representation 702 during a translation process.

The set of relationships generated for a system definition by compiler 704 comprise internal representation 706. Internal representation 706 is generated from external representation 702 and can be used to control a configuration session. In addition to these vectors, additional vectors are used to represent elements that are removed from the configuration by configuration system 212. Each bit in the N-bit set corresponds to a part in parts catalog 802. Each element that can be used to configure a system has a bit in these vectors. When an element is included, excluded, removed (or deleted), or selected, the corresponding bit in the appropriate vector (uVec, iVec, xVec, or rVec) is set. The use of vectors to represent elements results in increased efficiency in processing. Bit-wise operations can then be used during processing. For example, it is possible to determine whether a group of elements have been selected by the user by performing a bit comparison using the uVec. The increased efficiency results in optimal response times that are necessary for an interactive system such as is preferred for configuration system 212. The bit vector implementation used by the invention allows for fast and efficient computation of runtime algorithms. A bit vector implementation of relationships and internal runtime state allows for fast and efficient computation of relationship based configuration.

Another vector that contains state information is required groups vector 812, or rgVec. The rgVec contains a bit for each of the required groups specified for a product. As previously discussed, the maintainer can include a required group in a product definition by dragging a group from pane 602 to pane 606, for example (see FIG. 6). The number of bits in rgVec can differ from the number of bits in vectors 802–810. The number of bits contained in rgVec corresponds to the total number of required groups defined for a product. Each bit in rgVec is set to indicate that it has not yet been satisfied. It is unset (set to zero) when a required group has been satisfied. Thus, when a user attempts to accept a configuration, configuration system 212 can determine whether all of the required choices have been satisfied.

In addition to these vectors, additional vectors are used to determine a current state. The current state is defined by three types of state information that track the state of parts in the configuration. The current state is visible to the user. The three state types are: selected, selectable, and notSelectable. The selected state identifies all of the parts that are currently included in the configuration. The selectable state identifies the parts that are not in the configuration but that can be selected by the user for the configuration. The notSelectable state identifies the parts that are not in the configuration and cannot be selected by the user. Configuration system 212 ensures that only parts that can form a valid configuration are selectable; those that cannot are notSelectable.

The uVec, iVec, xVec, and rVec vectors can be used to generate the three visible states. The states are dynamic and can change based on user input. The following provides definitions using the formulae that can be used to generate the three visible states (is union and—is difference):

\[
\text{Selected} = (\text{uVec} \& \text{iVec}) \& -\text{rVec} \\
\text{NotSelectable} = (\text{rVec} \& \text{xVec}) \\
\text{Selectable} = \{\text{All Items}\} - \text{Selected} - \text{NotSelectable}
\]

Computation of the visible state using C++, for example, can be accomplished using the following C++ code (the syntax assumes appropriate bit-wise operator overloads for the given operations):

\[
\text{Selected} = (\text{uVec} \& \text{iVec}) \& -\text{rVec} \\
\text{NotSelectable} = (\text{rVec} \& \text{xVec}) \\
\text{Selectable} = \{\text{All Items}\} - \text{Selected} - \text{NotSelectable}
\]

The selected state is the union of the elements selected by the user or automatically included in the configuration minus the elements removed by configuration system 212. The notSelectable state is the union of the elements that are excluded or removed. The selectable state is the set of all elements minus the elements already selected and the elements that cannot be selected. The selected, selectable, and notSelectable states can be generated from these four vectors when needed. They can be stored as vectors that have the structure of vector 802.
Runtime tables are preferably used to store internal representation 706 for a configuration session. FIG. 8B provides an example of runtime tables. Runtime table 822 provides an example of a runtime table. Runtime table 822 can be used to store relationship information. Runtime table 822 has left-hand side 824 and right-hand side 826. Left-hand side 824 contains the left-hand side of a relationship (e.g., includes, removes, can’t work with or excludes). The right-hand side of a relationship is stored in right-hand side 826.

Table 828 provides an example of runtime table 822. Table 828 can be an includes, excludes, or removes table, for example. Left-hand side 830 contains a bit vector (i.e., “01010 . . . 0”). Right-hand side 832 contains a bit vector (i.e., “10001 . . . 1”). Each bit in bit vectors 830 and 832 corresponds to an element in parts catalog 824 or a product. For example, if the product definition is for an automobile, each “1” bit in bit vector “01010 . . . 0” corresponds to a part in parts catalog 824 that is contained in an automobile’s product definition. Zero bits indicate that the part is not included in the product definition. With reference to bit vectors, parts can be identified by the position of their corresponding bit in the bit vector. For example, the part that corresponds with the “1” bit in the bit vector “00101” is part number three.

If table 830 is an instance of an includes table, when parts designated on left-hand side 830 (e.g., part numbers two and four) are selected, configuration system 212 includes the parts in right-hand side 832 (e.g., part numbers one and five). Similarly, if table 830 is excludes (or can’t work with) with table, parts one and five are excluded from the selectable parts when parts two and four are selected. Parts one and five are removed from the configuration when parts two and four are selected.

Like the includes, excludes, and removes tables, the requires choice table contains a left-hand side and a right-hand side. In one embodiment, both sides of the requires choice table contains a bit vector that corresponds to elements in parts catalog 824. Thus, for example, when selected, the part(s) identified on left-hand side 836 require a choice of a minimum and maximum number of parts from the parts contained on the right-hand side 838.

Table 822 can be altered to optimize the storage and use of information for a required choice table. Table 834 provides an example of an altered table 822. Preferably, however, right-hand side 838 contains a pointer to a group table (e.g., group table 840) that contains a bit vector (bit vector 842) that identifies the parts contained in the group. An advantage that the latter (altered table 822) format has over the former (unaltered table 822) is that it is only necessary to define the members of a group once. Each product definition that includes the group can point to the entry in the group table that contains the group definition.

One relationship table can be used for all products per relationship type. That is, a single includes table is used for includes relationships for all of the products. Alternatively, a table can be partitioned for each product. That is, the relationships associated with a product are segregated. For example, there would be includes relationships table for each product. This has the advantage of only having to process only those relationships that exist for the chosen product. When a product is unselected or not selectable, there is no need to process the tables associated with that product. The latter alternative is preferable because it lessens processing requirements.

Configuration System

Using configuration system 212, a configuration user can configure a system given a product definition (e.g., product definition 208) and part relationships associated with the product definition. Configuration system 212 accepts a configuration user’s input and processes it to update the configuration based on the user’s input or notify the user that the input is invalid given the current state of the configuration and the system definition. Configuration system 212 ensures that the current configuration state (determined by the product definition and order-independent user selection) is always valid.

User Selection

When user input is received by configuration system 212, it is processed based on the current configuration state, the product definition and the parts relationships. FIG. 9 provides a process flow for processing a user selection according to an embodiment of the invention.

At step 902, the user selects item n (e.g., part) preferably using a GUI screen. At step 904 (i.e., “n selectable?”), a determination is made whether the item is selectable. Thus, for example, configuration system 212 determines whether the nth bit in the selectable state information is set. If it is not, configuration system 212 determines that the item is not selectable by the user and raises an error at step 922. Processing then continues at step 914 to update the interface (if necessary) and return control of the GUI screen to the user. Processing of the current input ends at step 916. If, however, it is determined at step 904 that the item selected by the user is selectable, processing continues at step 908 to set the nth bit in uVec 804. At step 910, the visible state information is updated as discussed above. At step 912, the relationships associated with the product definition are evaluated as discussed below. Processing continues at step 914 to update the interface (if necessary) and return control of the GUI screen to the user. Processing of the current input ends at step 916.

Relationship Evaluation

Relationships associated with items contained in the product definition are evaluated when user input is received. Configuration system 212 determines what relationships are active and inactive given the user input (at step 912, for example). A relationship is active when all the items on the left-hand side of the relationship are selected. A relationship is inactive until all of the parts on the left-hand side of the relationship are selected. As previously discussed, relationship tables can be used to store the left-hand and right-hand sides of a relationship. That is, a relationship can be defined as a pair of bit vectors, the lhsVec (left-hand side) and the rhsVec (right-hand side). A relationship is made active if the following expression is true:

\[
\text{SelectedVec} \& \text{lhsVec} = \text{lhsVec}
\]

When a relationship is made active, updating the appropriate state vector (iVec, xVec, or rVec) becomes:

\[
\text{stateVec} \leftarrow \text{lhsVec}
\]

An active relationship causes the configuration state to be updated. When an include relationship is activated, for example, parts identified on the right-hand side of the include relationship are added to the configuration, if they are not already included. The state is changed by modifying iVec 806. A change in iVec 806 can change other state information such as the selected and selectable state information. Parts that are included as a result of the activation of the includes relationship can result in a ripple effect that causes other relationships to become activated. Thus, additional state changes can occur as a result of the include relationship’s activation.
The invention ensures that the relaxation process terminates by only adding bits to the state. That is, because iVec, xVec, and rVec all grow through the iteration, the relaxation process is guaranteed to terminate.

FIG. 10 provides an example of a relationship evaluation process flow according to an embodiment of the invention. At step 1002, rVec is initialized to zero. During the relationship evaluation, rVec is regenerated. At step 1004, copies of iVec, xVec, and rVec are made. The copies are used to determine whether relaxation is finished. At step 1006, the includes table associated with the product definition is evaluated in the forward direction. Similarly, backward evaluation is performed on the excluded and removed tables. The forward evaluation performs an “or” operation with the selectedVec and a specified configuration state vector (e.g., a forward evaluation of the includes table performs an “or” operation with the selectedVec and the iVec) when the left-hand side of the relationship is true. For example, when the items that correspond with the “1” bits in left-hand side 830 are all selected (i.e., in the selected vector), right-hand side 832 is “or’ed” with the iVec to add the items that correspond with the “1” bits in right-hand side 832 to the configuration where a forward evaluation of an includes relationship is being performed.

At step 1008, a backward evaluation is performed on the relationships contained in the includes, excludes, and removed tables. In a backward evaluation of an include relationship, the xVec is examined to determine whether any right-hand side items of an include relationship are excluded. If so, selection of all of the left-hand side items would result in an invalid configuration state. Therefore, the last remaining left-hand side item (if only one remains) is excluded so that the relationship never becomes active. Thus, the relationship is rendered notActivateable.

Backward evaluation of an excluded relationship examines the selectedVec. If a left-hand side item (an item that is supposed to be excluded when the relationship becomes active) is selected, selection of all of the left-hand side items would result in an invalid configuration state. To ensure against an invalid configuration state, a left-hand side item is excluded so that the relationship never becomes active (the relationship is rendered notActivateable).

In the preferred embodiment, configuration system 212 cannot delete, or remove, a user-selected item. The uVec is examined in a backward evaluation of a removes relationship. If a right-hand side item is a user selected item, the selection of all of the left-hand side items would result in an invalid configuration state. To ensure against an invalid configuration state, a left-hand side item is excluded so that the relationship becomes notActivateable.

At step 1010, backward and forward evaluation is performed on the requires choice table 834. In the backward evaluation, a determination is made whether a requires choice relationship should become notActivateable. For example, if it is impossible to satisfy a group, then a left-hand side item should be excluded to cause the relationship to become notActivateable.

In the forward evaluation, rVec is set and items are included or excluded where appropriate. For example, if the right-hand side items are within range (within min and max values for the required choice relationship), then the remaining right-hand side items are excluded. If the only way to make a requires choice valid is to select the items remaining on the right-hand side, configuration system 212 includes these items. In addition, a requires choice relationship is evaluated to determine whether the right-hand side items selected are within a valid range. If not, the corre-
The selected, selectable, and notSelectable states are updated at step 1012. At step 1014 (i.e., “change in a vector?”), a determination is made whether any of iVec, xVec, or rVec were modified during the current iteration of the relaxation process. If not, a stable state has been achieved, and processing ends at step 1016. If so, additional iterations are needed to complete the relaxation process. Processing therefore continues at step 1002 to initiate a new iteration.

In evaluating relationships, it is not necessary to evaluate a relationship in either the forward or backward direction once it has become active. Also, when a relationship is notActivateable, there is no need to evaluate the relationship in the forward direction. When a relationship is notActivateable and has been excluded, there is no need to evaluate in the backward, or reverse, direction.

Unselection

FIG. 9 described processing where the user input was an item selection. Configuration system 212 also processes user input to unselect an item from the configuration. As previously discussed, an item can be unselected in any order. There is no requirement to unselect items the reverse order in which they were selected. FIG. 11 provides an example of an unselect item process flow according to an embodiment of the invention.

At step 1102 (i.e., “selection in uVec?”), a determination is made whether the item that is selected for deletion was selected in the configuration by the user. If it is determined that the item is not a user-selected item, processing continues at step 1104 to raise an error. Processing continues at step 1114 to update the GUI (if necessary) and return control to the user. Processing of the current input ends at step 1116.

If it is determined at step 1102 that the item selected for unselection was selected by the user, processing continues at step 1106 to reset the bit in the uVec that corresponds to the unselected item (i.e., set the bit to zero). This unselects the item from the current configuration. At step 1108, the rVec, xVec, and iVec vectors are initialized (set to zero). Steps 1110, 1112 and 1114 correspond to steps 910, 912, and 914, respectively, of FIG. 9. Processing ends at step 1116.

Translation Between Representations

To ensure correct runtime behavior of the engine, a potentially incomplete user-defined set of relationships is converted into a set of complete runtime relationship tables. The external representation is translated into an internal representation. The invention maps the hierarchies contained in parts catalog 204 to relationships and maps relationships to the runtime tables, for example.

As discussed above, compiler 704 performs a mapping between product-level relationships and part-level relationships. The translation process further provides the ability to translate a multi-level hierarchy to a single-level hierarchy. That is, the translation process can be used to flatten out the intuitive hierarchy created by a maintenance user using the user interface of FIG. 6, for example. FIG. 12 provides a flow for translation processing according to an embodiment of the invention.

At step 1202, a set of relationships is created based on the hierarchies. Thus, for example, group 312 is translated into an requires choice relationship. That is, group 312 requires a choice between parts 306, 308, and 310. Relationships can be defined in terms of groups. An identifier (item ID) is used to identify the group. When a group appears on the left-hand side of a relationship, the group is assigned an item ID and the relationship is defined in terms of the new item ID. This process, referred to as back-linking, is performed at step 1204.

At step 1206, an include chain evaluation is performed. In an include chain evaluation, all include relationship chains are fully evaluated so that relationship contains all of the parts that are included in part regardless of whether the included relationship is direct (e.g., mentioned in the includes relationship) or indirect (mentioned in another includes relationship that contains a included part on the right-hand side).

At step 1208, subgroup excludes are evaluated. In this process, active requires choice relationships are evaluated where one relationship’s right-hand side is a subset of another relationship’s right-hand side. In this case, if both relationships are active, the right-hand side parts that are not within the subset are excluded. Relationship factorization is performed at step 1210. Relationship factorizing can create new relationships that ensure proper runtime behavior when more than one item is selected during some iteration.

Removing redundancy in relations may cause some relations to become unnecessary. A relation becomes unnecessary when it contains no items on its right side. Redundant relationships are removed at step 1212. Processing ends at step 1214.

Back-Linking

Relationships can be defined in terms of groups. When a group appears on the left-hand side of a relationship, the group is assigned an item ID and behaves as a normal item (e.g., part) and the relationship is defined in terms of this new item ID. A relationship is defined for each item in the group:

- item includes item ID (of the group)
- It is only necessary to create this relationship once per group, regardless of how many times that group appears on the left side of a relationship. Back-Linking can be used to generate relationships in nested groups. FIGS. 13A–13B provide an illustration of groups and nested groups according to an embodiment of the invention. Group 1302 contains two items (groups 1304 and 1306) that are nested within group 1302. Notation is provided for a group to specify the minimum and maximum bounds for a group. For example, the notation “(0,1)” indicates that between zero and one items in group 1302 are to be chosen.

The items contained in group 1302 are also groups that contain multiple items. Groups 1304 and 1306 are nested within group 1302. Two or three of parts 1308–1312 can be chosen from Group 1304. Zero to three of parts 1314–1318 can be chosen from Group 1306.

The invention creates a metapart for these groups (groups 1302–1306). Relationships are then created between groups and their members such that items are back-linked to their parents. FIG. 13B provides an illustration of metaparts for the groups and nested group of FIG. 13A according to an embodiment of the invention. Groups 1302–1306’ are metaparts for groups 1302–1306, respectively. Relationships can be generated using these metaparts as follows:

- Group 1302’ requires choice [Group 1304’, Group 1306’]
- 0,1
- Group 1304’ requires choice [part 1308, part 1310, part 1312] 2,3
- Group 1306’ requires choice [part 1314, part 1316, part 1318] 0,3

The metapart is used internally; it is unnecessary for a user to be aware of them. Using back-linking, relationships can be generated such that an item (e.g., part 1308) links back to its predecessor(s) (e.g., nested group, group 1302).
The following new relationships can be created for the examples of FIGS. 13A–13B:

Group 1304' includes Group 1302'
Group 1306' includes Group 1302'
Part 1308 includes Group 1304'
Part 1310 includes Group 1304'
Part 1312 includes Group 1304'
Part 1314 includes Group 1306'
Part 1316 includes Group 1306'
Part 1318 includes Group 1306'

When a user selects part 1308, part 1308 includes group 1304'. Group 1304' is added to the configuration. Further, group 1304' includes group 1302' thereby including group 1302'. When group 1302' is included in the configuration, it activates the relationship that requires a choice between groups 1304' and 1306'. Since group 1304' is already selected, group 1306' can be excluded. When group 1306' is excluded, parts 1314–1318 are excluded when the newly defined relationships are evaluated in the reverse (backward) direction. Further, the bounds specified by group 1304' are also enforced using these relationships.

As discussed above, a requires choice relationship can be defined at the product level. A product can require a choice between items in a group. The product-level requires choice relationship is treated similarly to that of a requires choice part-level relationship.

Include Chains

In an include chain evaluation, all include relationships are fully evaluated so that a relationship can be generated that contains all of the parts that are included regardless of whether the relationship is direct (e.g., the included parts mentioned in the includes relationship) or indirect (a part is mentioned in another includes relationship that contains an included part on the right-hand side). For example, the following relationships exists in the external representation:

- a includes b and c
- b includes d
- d and c includes e

An include chain exists that starts with a. The first relationship indicates that a includes b and c. Based on the second and third relationships, b and c include other parts. Based on all of the relationships, a includes b, c, d, and e. Include chain evaluation expands these relationships into the following relationships:

- a includes b and c and d and e
- b includes d
- d and c includes e

It is not necessary to generate additional relationships to perform includes chain evaluation. Preferably, includes chain evaluation can modify an existing relationship to include both direct and indirect includes relationships. Each includes relationship can be evaluated against all other includes relationships to determine whether its right-hand side should be modified to include both direct and indirect includes relationships. Once all of the includes relationships have been evaluated, a new right-hand side value can be generated based on the evaluation. FIGS. 14A–14B provide an includes chain process flow according to an embodiment of the invention.

At step 1402 (i.e., “all include rels processed?”), a determination is made whether all of the includes relationships have been processed. If other includes relationships remain to be processed, processing continues at step 1408 to get the next includes relationship, r. At step 1410, a temporary vector, temp, is created that is the result of an “or” operation between the left-hand and right-hand sides of r. Another temporary vector, tempsave, is created that is set to the value of temp at step 1412. At step 1414 (i.e., “all rels. compared?”), a determination is made whether all of the other includes relationships have been evaluated against r. If not, processing continues at step 1418 to get another relationship, r2. At step 1420 (i.e., “temp hits r2?”), a determination is made whether any of the items contained in temp are also contained in r2. If not, processing continues at step 1414 to process any remaining relationships against r. If so, processing continues at step 1422 to perform a “or” operation between temp and the right-hand side of r2 to add the right-hand side of r2 to the temp vector.

If it is determined, at step 1414, that all of the relationships, r, have been evaluated for r, processing continues at step 1416. At step 1416 (i.e., “temp=tempsave?”), a determination is made whether any items were added to the temp vector. If not, there are no indirect includes and processing continues at step 1424 to reset r2 and processing continues at step 1414 to process any remaining relationships against this relationship. If so, processing continues at step 1404 to modify the right-hand side of r to include the items contained in the temp vector minus the items contained in the left-hand side of r. Processing continues at step 1402 to process any remaining relationships.

If it is determined at step 1402 (i.e., all include rels. processed?) that all of the includes relationships have been evaluated for include chains, processing ends at step 1404.

Subgroup Excludes

The subgroup excludes evaluation is performed on requires choice relationships. Assume a requires choice relationship points to a group (A) that is a complete subgroup of a group (B) of another requires choice relationship. If B has a max of 1 and both relationships are made active, the items in B that are not in A, Q, cannot be chosen. If a pairwise comparison of requires choice relationships yields such cases, a relationship such as the following is generated: [union of left sides of both relationships] can't work with Q.

For example, assume that the following relationships have been defined:

- a b requires choice \[x, y, z\] (0.1)
- d requires choice \([x, y]\) (0.2)

The second relationship contains a group that is a subgroup of the first relationship. When both relationships are active, the non-subset is excluded. This avoids the case where a user selects a, b, and d and the relationship evaluations do not exclude the items not included in both groups (the non-subset). The invention combines these relationships and creates an excludes relationship. The excludes relationship for the above example is as follows:

- a b d excludes z

FIGS. 15A–15B provides an example of a subgroup excludes process flow according to an embodiment of the invention. At step 1502 (i.e., “all rels. processed?”), a determination is made whether all of the requires choice relationships have been processed. If so, processing ends at step 1504. If not, processing continues at step 1506 to get the next relationship, r. At step 1507 (i.e., “r.rhs.max=1?”), a determination is made whether the maximum value for the relationship is equal to one. If not, processing continues at step 1502 to process any remaining relationships. If so, processing continues at step 1508. At step 1508 (i.e., “all rels. compared?”), a determination is made whether all of the other requires choice relationships have been processed against r. If so, processing continues at step 1502 to process another requires choice relationship.
If not, processing continues at step 1510 to get another relationship, r2. At step 1512 (i.e., “r=r2?”), a determination is made whether the two relationships are equal. If so, processing continues at step 1508 to process any remaining requires choice relationships against the current r. If r and r2 are not equal, processing continues at 1514. At step 1514 (i.e., “r2.grp subset of rgrp?”), a determination is made whether the right-hand side of r2 is a subset of the right-hand side of r. If not, processing continues at step 1508 to process any remaining requires choice relationships against the current r. If so, processing continues at step 1516 to create an exclude relationship where the left-hand side of the right-hand side of the two relationships. Processing continues at step 1508 to process any remaining requires choice relationships against the current r.

Relationship Factorization

The invention assumes that one item on the left side of a relationship is preferably selected during any iteration. However, the includes and requires choice relationships may cause additional items to become selected (e.g., selected by the system). Factorizing of relationships can create new relationships to ensure proper runtime behavior when more than one item is selected during some iteration.

Factorization causes a relationship to be created where a relationship has items on the left-hand side that also appear on the right-hand side of an includes relationship. The new relationship represents the common factorization of both relationships. For example, where the following two relationships exist:

[a] includes [b and c]
[b and c and d and e] can’t work with [x and y]

the following relationship is created:
[a and d and e] can’t work with [x and y]

The invention uses a technique in factorization that avoids combinatorial explosion. Relationships are created during factorization when they add value. The invention identifies value where the new relationship:
1. replaces more than one item from the left-hand side;
2. has at least two different includes relationships replace at least one unique item from the left-hand side of the relationship being factorized; and
3. the relationships have at least one common item in their left-hand side.

FIGS. 16A–16C provide an example of a relationship factorization process flow according to an embodiment of the invention. At step 1602, each relationship is marked as “new”. At step 1604, a state variable, added, is initialized to “false”. At step 1606 (i.e., “all includes rels. processed?”), a determination is made whether all of the includes relationships have been processed. If so, processing continues at step 1608 (i.e., “added=true?”) to determine whether any new relationships were added. If not, processing ends at step 1610. If there are new relationships, processing continues at step 1609 to reset the includes relationships and processing continues at step 1604 to initialize added to “false”.

If it is determined at step 1606 that all of the includes relationships have not been processed, processing continues at step 1612 to get the next includes relationship, i. At step 1613, the relationships are reset. At step 1614 (i.e., “all new rels. processed?”), a determination is made whether all of the relationships have been marked as “new” have been processed against i. If so, processing continues at step 1606 to process any remaining includes relationships. If not, processing continues at step 1616.

At step 1616, the next relationship, r, is marked as “old”. At step 1620 (i.e., “(r.lhs && lrhs)”?, a determination is made whether the right-hand side of the i relationship and the left-hand side of the r relationship have any bits in common. If they do not have bits in common, processing continues at step 1614 to process any remaining relationships against the current i. If they do have bits in common, processing continues at step 1622 to generate new.lhs from the includes relationship and the left-hand side of r. Step 1622 takes items out of the right-hand side of i from left-hand side of r and adds in items that are in the left-hand side of i. At step 1624 (i.e., “new.lhs has value?”) a determination is made whether new.lhs has value. This determination can use the guidelines as specified above.

If new.lhs does not have value, processing continues at step 1614 to process any remaining relationships against i. If it does have value, processing continues at step 1626 to add a new relationship (of the type r) that uses new.lhs as the left-hand side and the right-hand side of r. The new relationship is marked as “new” at step 1628. The value of added is set to “true” at step 1630. Processing continues at step 1614 to process any remaining relationships.

Relationship Compression

Removing redundancy in relations may cause some relations to become unnecessary. A relation becomes unnecessary when it contains no items on its right side. If a relationship’s left-hand side is a proper subset of the left-hand side of another relationship, then the first relationship is guaranteed to be active whenever the second relationship is active. If both relationships are also the same type of relationship, the common right-hand side elements can be removed from the second relationship. This can be repeated to remove all unnecessary relationships. The following relationships provide an example:

[a] removes [c]
[a and b] removes [c and d]

The left-hand side of the first relationship is a proper subset of the left-hand side of the second relationship (e.g., all elements “a” in the left-hand side of the first relationship are contained in the left-hand side of the second relationship). The relationships are the same type. Therefore, the common right-hand side elements can be removed from the right-hand side of the second relationship. The following is the result after modifying the relationship:

[a] removes [c]
[a and b] removes [d]

FIGS. 17A–17B provide an illustration of a relationship compression process flow according to an embodiment of the invention. At step 1702 (i.e., “all relationships in table processed?”), a determination is made whether all of the relationships in the table have been processed. If not, processing continues at step 1704 to get the next relationship, r. At step 1706 (i.e., “r processed against all other rels in table?”), a determination is made whether the other relationships in the table have been processed against r. If so, processing continues at step 1702 to process any remaining relationships in the table as r.

If it is determined at step 1706 that all of the other relationships have not been processed against r, processing continues at step 1708. Another relationship is retrieved as r2 at step 1708. At step 1710 (i.e., “r=r2?”), a determination is made whether the relationships are the same. If not, processing continues at step 1706 to process any remaining relationships against r. If so, processing continues at step 1712. At step 1712 (i.e., “r2.lhs subset of r.lhs?”), a determination is made whether the left-hand side of r2 is a subset of the left-hand side of r. If the subset condition is true, processing continues at step 1714 to remove the common items out of the right-hand side of r (i.e., perform the...
operation \( r_2, \text{rhs} = r_2, \text{rhs} \) and not \( r, \text{rhs} \). Processing continues at step 1706 to process any remaining relationships against \( r \).

If it is determined at step 1702 that all of the relationships have been processed as \( r \), processing continues at step 1716.

If all of the relationships have been processed. If so, processing ends at step 1718. If not, processing continues at step 1720 to get another relationship as \( r \). At step 1722 (i.e., “\( \text{rhs} = \text{zeroes?} \)”), a determination is made whether the right-hand side of \( r \) has been set to zero has a result of compression. If not, processing continues at step 1716 to process any remaining relationships. If so, processing continues at step 1724 to delete \( r \) from the table. Processing continues at step 1716 to process any remaining relationships.

Global Relationships

Global relationships can be defined that are processed for all products. Thus, it is unnecessary to redefine a relationship for all of the products. The relationship can be defined as a global relationship that applies for every product. If, however, partitioned relationship tables are used for each product, it is necessary to evaluate the relationships in a product’s partitioned relationship tables as well as the global relationship. For example, the process flows described herein operate on relationship tables can be performed once for the product’s partitioned relationship tables and once for the global relationships.

Thus, a method and apparatus for maintaining and configuring systems has been provided.

We claim:

1. A method of configuring a system comprising the steps of:

   generating a definition for said system, said definition containing one or more elements and being conveyed graphically using a set of product relationships, said product relationships comprising an includes classification;

   generating a set of part relationships between said one or more elements, said set of part relationships being conveyed graphically; and

   configuring said system using said definition and said set of product relationships and said part relationships.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of configuring further comprises the steps of:

   receiving input from a configuration user;

   validating said input based on said definition, said set of relationships, and a current configuration state; and

   identifying a set of valid configuration options using said definition, said set of relationships and said current configuration state.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein said step of identifying further comprises the steps of:

   determining whether a relationship in said set of relationships is active;

   modifying said configuration to satisfy said active relationship when it is determined that a modification is needed;

   making said relationship notActiveable when it is determined that said relationship is not active and the activation of said relationship would render the configuration invalid.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of determining whether a relationship is active further comprises the step of determining whether the elements specified in the left-hand side of said relationship are present in said configuration.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein said step of determining whether the elements specified in the left-hand side of said relationship are present in said configuration further comprises the step of performing a bit-level comparison of the bits corresponding to the elements in said left-hand side of the relationship with a “selected” bit vector.

6. The method of claim 3 wherein said relationship is an includes relationship, said step of modifying further comprises the step of including in said configuration elements identified in a right-hand side of said relationship.

7. The method of claim 3 wherein said relationship is an excludes relationship, said step of modifying further comprises the step of marking said elements identified in the right-hand side of said relationship as excluded and notSelectable.

8. The method of claim 3 wherein said relationship is a removes relationship, said step of modifying further comprises the step of removing said elements identified in the right-hand side of said relationship from said configuration.

9. The method of claim 3 wherein said relationship is a requires choice relationship, said step of modifying further comprises the steps of:

   determining whether a plurality of elements identified in a right-hand side of said relationship are present in said configuration such that said relationship is satisfied;

   modifying said configuration to satisfy said requires choice relationship when it is determined that only one path exists to satisfy said relationship and said relationship is not already satisfied.

10. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of making said relationship notActiveable further comprises the step of marking one or more elements in said left-hand side of said relationship as notSelectable.

11. The method of claim 2 wherein said definition, each of said set of relationships, and said current configuration state are expressed as bit vectors having bits that correspond to elements.

12. The method of claim 2 wherein said step of validating further comprises the step of determining whether the relationships other than those marked notActiveable in said set of relationships can be satisfied.

13. The method of claim 2 wherein said step of generating a definition selects said one or more elements for inclusion in said definition, said input is made without regard for the order in which said one or more elements are selected for said definition.

14. The method of claim 2 wherein said configuration state identifies a set of selected elements and a set of selectable elements for said system, said input capable of selecting any member of said set of selectable elements and being made despite the order in which members of said set of selected elements were selected.

15. The method of claim 1 wherein a parts catalog is used to store information associated with said one or more elements, said information including an identifier and description.

16. A method for defining a system that can be configured comprising the steps of:

   identifying an element of said system;

   specifying said element as an included element when said element is automatically included in the configuration;

   specifying said element as an optional element when said element is not a necessary component of said system;

   specifying said element as a required choice when said element is a group that contains one or more members from which to choose.
17. The method of claim 16 wherein said element is a member of a first element set said first element set containing one or more elements, said method further comprising the steps of:

identifying a second element set of said system, said second element set containing one or more elements; and

specifying a relationship between said first element set and said second element set.

18. The method of claim 17 wherein said step of specifying further comprises the steps of:

specifying that said second element set is to be included in said system when said first element set is present in said system;

specifying that said second element set is to be excluded from said system when said first element set is present in said system; and

specifying that said second element set is to be removed from said system when said first element set is present in said system.

19. The method of claim 16 further comprising the steps of:

specifying a group of elements;

specifying a relationship between said first element set and said group of elements such that one or more elements in said group of elements must be chosen when said first element set is present in said system.

20. An article of manufacture comprising:

a computer usable medium having computer readable program code embodied therein for configuring a system comprising:

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to generate a definition for said system, said definition containing one or more elements and being conveyed graphically using a set of product relationships, said product relationships identifying classifications for said one or more elements, said product relationships comprising an includes classification;

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to generate a set of part relationships between said one or more elements, said set of part relationships being conveyed graphically, and

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to configure said system using said definition and said set of product relationships and said part relationships.

21. The article of manufacture of claim 20 wherein said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to configure further comprises:

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to receive input from a configuration user;

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to validate said input based on said definition, said set of relationships, and a current configuration state; and

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to identify a set of valid configuration options using said definition, said set of relationships and a current configuration state.

22. The article of manufacture of claim 21 wherein said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to identify further comprises:

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to determine whether a relationship in said set of relationships is active;

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to modify said configuration to satisfy said active relationship when it is determined that a modification is needed;

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to make said relationship notActivateable when it is determined that said relationship is not active and the activation of said relationship would render the configuration invalid.

23. The article of manufacture of claim 22 wherein said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to determine whether a relationship is active further comprises computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to determine whether the elements specified in the left-hand side of said relationship are present in said configuration.

24. The article of manufacture of claim 23 wherein said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to determine whether the elements specified in the left-hand side of said relationship are present in said configuration further comprises computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to perform a bit-level comparison of the bits corresponding to the elements in said left-hand side of the relationship with a "selected" bit-vector.

25. The article of manufacture of claim 22 wherein said relationship is an includes relationship, said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to modify further comprises computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to include in said configuration elements identified in a right-hand side of said relationship.

26. The article of manufacture of claim 22 wherein said relationship is an excludes relationship, said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to modify further comprises computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to exclude said elements identified in the right-hand side of said relationship as excluded and notSelectable.

27. The article of manufacture of claim 22 wherein said relationship is a removes relationship, said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to modify further comprises computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to remove said elements identified in the right-hand side of said relationship from said configuration.

28. The article of manufacture of claim 22 wherein said relationship is a requires choice relationship, said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to modify further comprises:

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to determine whether a plurality of elements identified in a right-hand side of said relationship are present in said configuration such that said relationship is satisfied; and

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to make said relationship notActivateable when it is determined that only one path exists to satisfy said relationship and said relationship is not already satisfied.

29. The article of manufacture of claim 22 wherein said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to make said relationship notActivateable further comprises computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to mark one or more elements in said left-hand side of said relationship as notSelectable.

30. The article of manufacture of claim 21 wherein said definition, each of said set of relationships, and said current configuration state are expressed as bit vectors having bits that correspond to elements.
31. The article of manufacture of claim 21 wherein said code configured to cause a computer to validate further comprises program code configured to cause a computer to determine whether the relationships other than those marked notActivateable in said set of relationships can be satisfied.

32. The article of manufacture of claim 21 wherein said code configured to cause a computer to generate a definition selects said one or more elements for inclusion in said definition.

33. The article of manufacture of claim 21 wherein said configuration state identifies a set of selected elements and a set of selectable elements for said system, said input capable of selecting any member of said set of selectable elements and being made despite the order in which members of said set of selected elements were selected.

34. The article of manufacture of claim 17 wherein a parts catalog is used to store information associated with said one or more elements, said information including an identifier and description.

35. An article of manufacture comprising a computer usable medium having computer readable program code embodied therein for defining a system that can be configured comprising:

- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to identify an element of said system;
- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to specify said element as an included element when said element is automatically included in the configuration;
- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to specify said element as an optional element when said element is not a necessary component of said system;
- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to specify said element as a required choice when said element is a group that contains one or more members from which to choose.

36. The article of manufacture of claim 35 wherein said element is a member of a first element set said first element set containing one or more elements, said article of manufacture further comprising:

- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to identify a second element set of said system, said second element set containing one or more elements; and
- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to specify a relationship between said first element set and said second element set.

37. The article of manufacture of claim 36 wherein said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to specify further comprises:

- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to specify that said second element set is to be included in said system when said first element set is present in said system;
- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to specify that said second element set is to be excluded from said system when said first element set is present in said system; and
- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to specify that said second element set is to be removed from said system when said first element set is present in said system.

38. The article of manufacture of claim 35 further comprising:

- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to specify a group of elements;
- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to specify a relationship between said first element set and said group of elements such that one or more elements in said group of elements must be chosen when said first element set is present in said system.

39. A method of configuring a system comprising the steps of:

- translating a system definition from an external representation comprising a set of intuitive relationships between components of said system definition into an internal representation comprising a set of internal relationships;
- validating configuration input using said internal representation; and
- modifying a configuration state based on said user input.

40. The method of claim 39 wherein said step of translating further comprises the step of:

- removing a plurality of hierarchical levels from said external representation such that said internal representation is a single level.

41. The method of claim 40 wherein said step of translating further comprises the step of:

- creating a set of relationships based on said hierarchical levels, each one in said set of relationships having a first set of components and a second set of components and a relationship operator.

42. The method of claim 41 wherein said relationship operator is chosen from the operators include, exclude, and requires choice.

43. The method of claim 39 wherein each of said internal relationships has a left-hand side, a relationship operator and a right-hand side, said step of translating further comprises the steps of:

- determining whether a group of components exists on said left-hand side of one of said internal relationships;
- performing the following steps when a group of components exist on said left-hand side:
  - creating a new component for said group;
  - creating a new relationship for each component of said group of components such that each component will include said new component.

44. The method of claim 39 wherein a type of said internal relationships is an include relationship, said include relationship identifies a second set of components that are included in said system when all of a first set of components exist in said system, said step of translating further comprises the steps of:

- determining whether a subset of the union of said first and second sets of components in a first includes relationship comprises a first set of components in a second includes relationship; and
- generating a combined includes relationship, said combined relationship comprises said first set of components of said first includes relationship and said second set of components from said first and second includes relationships when said subset of the union of said first and second sets of components in said first includes relationship comprises a first set of components in a second includes relationship.

45. The method of claim 39 wherein a type of said internal relationships is a requires choice relationship, said requires choice relationship identifies a second set of components
The method of claim 39 wherein a type of said internal relationships is an includes relationship, said includes relationship identifies a second set of components that are included in said system when all of a first set of components exist in said system, said second step of translating further comprises the steps of:

determining whether any member of the second set of components cannot be included in said system.

51. The method of claim 49 wherein said one of said internal relationships is an excludes relationship, said excludes relationship causing a second set of components to be excluded from said system when all members of a first set of components exist in said system, said second step of determining further comprises the step of:

determining whether any member of the second set of components already exists in said system.

52. The method of claim 49 wherein said one of said internal relationships is an removes relationship, said removes relationship causing a second set of components to be removed from said system when all members of a first set of components exist in said system, said second step of determining further comprises the step of:

determining whether any member of the second set of components has been selected for inclusion in said system by a configuration user.

53. The method of claim 49 wherein said one of said internal relationships is a requires choice relationship, said requires choice relationship requiring a selection of a number of members of a second set of components when all members of a first set of components exist in said system, said second step of determining further comprises the step of:

determining whether said number of members of said second set of components cannot be selected for addition to said system.

54. The method of claim 47 wherein said step of modifying further comprises the steps of:

determining whether the performance of said operation of one of said internal relationships would result in an invalid configuration;

causing said one of said internal relationships to become inactivatable.

55. The method of claim 54 wherein said second step of causing further comprises the step of excluding the last remaining member of said first set of components such that said last remaining member cannot be added to said system, said last remaining member being the only member of said first set of components that has not already been selected.

56. The method of claim 39 wherein said step of translating further comprises the step of:

mapping said intuitive relationships of said external representation into a set of relationships in said internal representation.

57. The method of claim 39 wherein said internal representation is stored as a set of bit vectors wherein each bit vector includes a bit that corresponds to one of said components of said system definition, the impact of changing the number of said components of said system definition thereby being minimal.

58. The method of claim 57 wherein said step of validating comprising a plurality of bit-level operations.

59. The method of claim 39 wherein said step of modifying further comprises the step of updating said configuration state to represent which of said components of said system definition are selectable, selected, included, and excluded.

60. A method of configuring a system comprising the steps of:

generating a definition for said system, said definition containing one or more elements and being conveyed graphically using a set of product relationships;

27 from which a number of components must be chosen when a first set of components exist in said system definition, said step of translating further comprises the steps of:

determining whether a second set of components of a second requires choice relationship is a proper subset of a second set of components of a first requires choice relationship:

performing the following steps when said condition exists:

creating a new relationship such that said new relationship excludes a second set of components of said new relationship when a first set of components of said new relationship is selected, said new relationship's first set of components is the union of the first set of components of said first and second requires choice relationships and said new relationship's second set of components is the difference of the second set of components of said first and second requires choice relationship.

46. The method of claim 39 wherein a type of said internal relationships is an includes relationship, said includes relationship is stored as a set of bit vectors wherein each bit includes a bit that corresponds to one of said components of said system definition, the impact of changing the number of said components of said system definition thereby being minimal.

47. The method of claim 39 wherein a type of said internal relationships is an includes relationship, said includes relationship comprises multiple types of relationships, each type of relationship having a first and second set of components and an operation, said operation is performed on said second set of components when said first set of components exist in said system.

48. The method of claim 47 wherein said step of translating further comprises the steps of:

determining whether a first and second relationship are the same type of relationship:

performing the following steps when they are the same type:

determining whether the first relationship's first set of components is a proper subset of the second relationship's first set of components;

removing the first relationship's second set of components that exist from the second relationship's second set of components when said proper subset exists;

removing said second relationship when said second relationship's second set of components is an empty set.

49. The method of claim 47 wherein said step of validating further comprises the steps of:

determining whether a component selected by said configuration input is selectable; and

invalidating said configuration input when said component is not selectable.

50. The method of claim 49 wherein said one of said internal relationships is an includes relationship, said includes relationship causing a second set of components to be included in said system when all members of a first set of components exist in said system, said second step of determining further comprises the step of:

determining whether any member of the second set of components cannot be included in said system.
generating a set of part relationships between said one or more elements, said set of part relationships being conveyed graphically using a set of part relationships; and

receiving input from a configuration user;

validating said input based on said definition, said set of product relationships, said set of part relationships, and a current configuration state; and

identifying a set of valid configuration options using said definition, said set of product relationships, said set of part relationships and said current configuration state.

61. The method of claim 60 wherein said step of identifying further comprises the steps of:

determining whether a relationship in said set of relationships is active;

modifying said configuration to satisfy said active relationship when it is determined that a modification is needed;

making said relationship notActivatable when it is determined that said relationship is not active and the activation of said relationship would render the configuration invalid.

62. The method of claim 61 wherein said step of determining whether a relationship is active further comprises the step of determining whether the elements specified in the left-hand side of said relationship are present in said configuration.

63. The method of claim 62 wherein said step of determining whether the elements specified in the left-hand side of said relationship are present in said configuration further comprises the step of performing a bit-level comparison of the bits corresponding to the elements in said left-hand side of the relationship with a “selected” bit vector.

64. The method of claim 61 wherein said relationship is an includes relationship, said step of modifying further comprises the step of including in said configuration elements identified in a right-hand side of said relationship.

65. The method of claim 61 wherein said relationship is an excludes relationship, said step of modifying further comprises the step of marking said elements identified in the right-hand side of said relationship as excluded and notSelecteable.

66. The method of claim 61 wherein said relationship is a removes relationship, said step of modifying further comprises the step of removing said elements identified in the right-hand side of said relationship from said configuration.

67. The method of claim 61 wherein said relationship is a requires choice relationship, said step of modifying further comprises the steps of:

determining whether a plurality of elements identified in a right-hand side of said relationship are present in said configuration such that said relationship is satisfied; modifying said configuration to satisfy said requires choice relationship when it is determined that only one path exists to satisfy said relationship and said relationship is not already satisfied.

68. The method of claim 61 wherein said step of making said relationship notActivatable further comprises the step of marking one or more elements in said left-hand side of said relationship as notSelecteable.

69. The method of claim 60 wherein said definition, each of said set of relationships, and said current configuration state are expressed as bit vectors having bits that correspond to elements.

70. The method of claim 60 wherein said step of validating further comprises the step of determining whether the relationships other than those marked notActivatable in said set of relationships can be satisfied.

71. The method of claim 60 wherein said step of generating a definition selects said one or more elements for inclusion in said definition, said input is made without regard for the order in which said one or more elements are selected for said definition.

72. The method of claim 60 wherein said configuration state identifies a set of selectable elements and a set of selectable elements for said system, said input capable of selecting any member of said set of selectable elements and being made despite the order in which members of said set of selected elements were selected.

73. An article of manufacture comprising:

a computer usable medium having computer readable program code embodied therein for configuring a system comprising:

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to generate a definition for said system, said definition containing one or more elements and being conveyed graphically using a set of product relationships;

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to receive input from a configuration user;

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to validate said input based on said definition, said set of product relationships, said set of part relationships, and said current configuration state; and

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to identify a set of valid configuration options using said definition, said set of product relationships, said set of part relationships and said current configuration state.

74. The article of manufacture of claim 73 wherein said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to identify further comprises:

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to determine whether a relationship in said set of relationships is active;

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to modify said configuration to satisfy said active relationship when it is determined that a modification is needed;

computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to make said relationship notActivatable when it is determined that said relationship is not active and the activation of said relationship would render the configuration invalid.

75. The article of manufacture of claim 74 wherein said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to determine whether a relationship is active further comprises computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to determine whether the elements specified in the left-hand side of said relationship are present in said configuration.

76. The article of manufacture of claim 75 wherein said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to determine whether a relationship is active further comprises computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to perform a bit-level
comparison of the bits corresponding to the elements in said left-hand side of the relationship with a "selected" bit-vector.

77. The article of manufacture of claim 74 wherein said relationship is an includes relationship, said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to modify further comprises computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to include in said configuration elements identified in a right-hand side of said relationship.

78. The article of manufacture of claim 74 wherein said relationship is an excludes relationship, said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to modify further comprises computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to mark said elements identified in the right-hand side of said relationship as excluded and notSelectable.

79. The article of manufacture of claim 74 wherein said relationship is a requires choice relationship, said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to modify further comprises:

- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to determine whether a plurality of elements identified in a right-hand side of said relationship are present in said configuration such that said relationship is satisfied;
- computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to modify said configuration to satisfy said relationship when it is determined that only one path exists to satisfy said relationship and said relationship is not already satisfied.

80. The article of manufacture of claim 74 wherein said relationship is a requires choice relationship when it is determined that only one path exists to satisfy said relationship and said relationship is not already satisfied.

81. The article of manufacture of claim 74 wherein said relationship is an includes relationship, said computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to modify further comprises computer readable program code configured to cause a computer to mark one or more elements in said left-hand side of said relationship as not selectable.

82. The article of manufacture of claim 73 wherein said definition, each of said set of relationships, and said current configuration state are expressed as bit vectors having bits that correspond to elements.

83. The article of manufacture of claim 73 wherein said code configured to cause a computer to determine whether the relationships other than those marked notActivateable in said set of relationships can be satisfied.

84. The article of manufacture of claim 73 wherein said code configured to cause a computer to generate a definition selects said one or more elements for inclusion in said definition, said input is made without regard for the order in which said one or more elements were selected.

85. The article of manufacture of claim 73 wherein said configuration state identifies a set of selected elements and a set of selectable elements for said system, said input capable of selecting any member of said set of selectable elements and being made despite the order in which members of said set of selected elements were selected.
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